Resolution Submission Form

PARTY UNIT NAME: LNP Noosa SEC & LNP Wide Bay FDC
CONTACT PERSON: John Smeed
PHONE: 07- redacted

EMAIL: redacted

RESOLUTION:

That , the LNP opposes laws and/or regulations being made by Local, State, and Federal governments that
enact the policy objectives of United Nations Agenda 21.

(this resolution was carried by LNP Noosa SEC on 25-3-13 and LNP Wide Bay FDC on 13-4-13)

SUPPORTING MATERIAL: (maximum 300 words)

Devised as an important tool in promoting the socialist objectives of the United Nations 1992 Earth Summit, chaired by the now
infamous Maurice Strong, Agenda 21, a thirty (30) chapter ‘Fabian Socialist Manifesto’, was released as part of what is known as the
Rio Declaration and camouflaged by some admirable environmental objectives.
Agenda 21 was accepted and subsequently promoted by most Western governments of all political persuasions. While
understandably consistent with the policies of socialist (particularly Fabian) controlled governments, it is logically incomprehensible
that any politically conservative government could support and promote a well documented scheme that sets objectives to achieve
abolition of property rights, redistribution of wealth, and implementation of global governance.
However that has happened in Australia without legislation. The Liberal –National Coalition has never formally advised the public of
the grave potential hazards of Agenda 21 (commonly called Sustainable Development). Rather, it has given particular support for
implementation of ‘Local Agenda 21’ (LA21) by municipal councils through their progressive introduction of regulations guided by
the ‘A21 sustainable development manifesto’ – revolution by regulation.
This is a shamefully wrong situation for the Coalition to find itself in. It should be corrected. Hence, this resolution.
WHAT TO CONSIDER WHEN FORMULATING YOUR RESOLUTION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the existing LNP Party Policy on the matter? There is no policy.
What is the existing Government Policy on the matter? Strong Labor support for Agenda 21 as Sustainable Development.
Consider the problems/limits/gaps/defects in that policy? Agenda 21 negates Conservative political principles.
Has this issue been previously considered/debated? No LNP, LPA, or NPA reference can be found.
Who is affected?
Agenda 21 affects every Australian.
How are they affected? Agenda 21 has potential immense negative impact on society, including loss of property rights.
What are the implications for the LNP? If not opposed by the LNP, its exposure will reveal serious party policy oversight.
Who will be responsible for implementation? Formal opposition to Agenda 21 can be declared at State and Federal levels.
What are the likely implementation needs, including cost? As there is no legislation, formal A21 opposition declaration is simple.
Are there any political risks? Other than Greens- Leftist complaint, little political risk is envisaged, yet there is ‘honesty credit’.
Does this action lead to the kind of Queensland in which we want to live? YES, it is important to maintaining our standard of living.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
RETURNING YOUR FORM
Please return your completed Resolutions Form strictly by 5:00pm, on the relevant closing date, to resolutions@lnp.org.au
Note: Please use the space provided above or supply additional pages. Resolutions must be in the correct format to receive priority
in the agenda. Any resolutions received after the due date will NOT be accepted.
ASSISTANCE
For assistance or further information please email resolutions@lnp.org.au

